
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE LUMIERE BROTHERS

Explain the main differences between the approach the Lumiere Brothers and George Melies had towards the potential
of the very first cameras and projectors.

Each show comprised ten films and lasted about 15 minutes. They called it the Cinematographe and they duly
patented it in February of that year. There was also a cast of over 40 actors working to an actual script. This
design was inspired by the operation of a sewing machine and had actually been considered, but rejected, by
Edison who favored continuous movement in his Kinetoscope. It was, however, much slower than Edison's
device. Edison Kinetoscope parlor in San Francisco, circa  Young Louis began to experiment with his father's
equipment shortly after and soon invented a new technique for developing film. This intermittent movement
was designed by Louis and based on the principle of the sewing machine mechanism. By , they were
employing people. He saw the potential for the technology to be used to project a film onto a screen so that
many people could view it at the same time. He would edit his scenes with jump cuts as well as using stop
motion technique to great effect. National Science and Media Museum has written 58 posts Categorised. In the
s, a new motion picture film camera that could not only record, but also project and develop was created. They
began to make films with the Cinematographe and displayed them to private audiences. However, they were
probably not the first to do this: the Latham brothers in New York were screening boxing films to paying
audiences from 20 May , using their Eidoloscope projector. This would prove to be a critical moment in the
history of cinematography. There were twenty shows a day, starting at  A particular highlight of the brothers
first film was the angled shot of the train oming into the station which showed a beautiful perspective to the
audience. Admission was one franc. This film was later unveiled at an industrial meeting in Paris in March 
Also in keeping with their penchant for realism, no actors were used in their films. This was the first film
where scenes were not shot in order and were edited to enhance storyline and dramatic effect. It could only be
viewed by a single user - interesting but not very practical and not scalable to borrow modern parlance. The
emergence of these big studios dominated filmmaking and in so doing limited the reach of the independent
filmmaker who was not attached to any of them. Advertisement It utilized two pins, called claws, that were
inserted into the sprocket holes punches into the celluloid film strip. This process left the current frame
momentarily stationary during exposure. These pins moved the film along and then duly retracted. So sit back,
put your phones on silent, and enjoy the show. The Lumiere Brother's house in Lyons. He was immediately
taken by the phenomenon and attempted to purchase the Cinematographe from the Lumiere brothers without
success and so set about trying to invent one himself, which he did by , the Kinetographe Robert-Houdin. Not
until the US Supreme Court decision in , did the grip of the big studios loosen on the film industry and allow
smaller independent filmmakers a path back to the cinema and a wider audience. On the one hand we had the
Lumiere brothers capturing reality and on the other hand you had Melies capturing fantasy. He would later
discard the bulky and noisy camera only a year later choosing instead to purchase more advanced cameras that
were made by none other than the Lumiere brothers amongst others. Clearly this separation of styles has
impacted the history of narrative film. It is fair to say that Melies took filmmaking too another level in terms
of technique. It was patented in France on 13 February  Explain the impact of this difference for the history of
narrative film. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Louis also worked on a process of stereoscopic
cinematography. It was much smaller and lighter weighing a paultry 5 kgs and was operated using a simple
hand crank.


